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I.  Introduction and Summary

The record strongly supports continued classification of broadband Internet access service (BIAS) as a Title I 
information service. As pointed out in initial comments, reclassification of BIAS as a Title II service would 
negatively impact broadband investment,[1] which in turn would threaten public safety, national security, and 
progress toward goals such as digital equity and universal service.[2] Instead of heavy-handed regulation, the 
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) should continue to embrace a market-driven approach to 
broadband.

These reply comments seek to supplement the record on a few issues that commenters raised during the initial 
comment period. First, the Title I approach to broadband regulation has led to a free and open Internet, and 
competition is rapidly increasing.[3] Second, the FCC should preempt state-level net neutrality laws that add 
additional costs and risk to broadband providers, further exacerbating the problems highlighted in the initial 
comments. Third, Title II is unnecessary to regulate pole attachments. Finally, this proceeding should not be 
used to reexamine the broadband contribution mechanism, and if the Commission does embrace a Title II 
approach to broadband regulation, it should forbear Section 254 and instead go through a separate rulemaking 
process for Universal Service Fund (USF) reform if so desired.

The Commission’s work has led to a robust, competitive broadband market that has allowed for the 
development of the world’s largest technology sector.[4] Continuing the current course best promotes further 
development and growth, while also allowing the Commission to address harms as necessary.

II.  A Title I Approach Promotes an Open Internet

As explained in the initial comment rounds, Title I BIAS classification has led to the most robust Internet 
economy in the world.[5] Some commenters argue that the growing tech sector necessitates further government 
intervention, but this growth supports continued classification as a Title I service.[6]

For example, Mozilla highlights numerous stats about the growth of edge providers in just the past six years 
under the Title I approach.[7] Subscription-based streaming services have doubled their users and content 
delivery networks such as Cloudfare have expanded locations by over three times that of 2016.[8] Median 
download speeds have increased by over 150 Mbps over the last seven years.[9] Mozilla argues that “the 
changing landscape since 2015 demonstrates an even more urgent need for protections in the US,”[10] but these 
trends in fact demonstrate the opposite: the Title I approach has led to a robust, competitive Internet ecosystem 
with a wide variety of options for users. BIAS providers, for their part, have not blocked or throttled legitimate 
traffic because their users want to access these services, and degrading service would harm business.[11]

Some commentors argue that broadband markets aren’t competitive, meaning firms have the incentive to extract 
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monopoly rents through conduct such as throttling rivals for anticompetitive gains, but the argument fails to 
consider the widespread competitive pressures on BIAS providers. For example, the Electronic Frontier 
Foundation argues that cable providers have “an absolute monopoly over at least 47 million people, and another 
33 million people’s only ‘competitive’ alternative was slower and less reliable DSL.”[12] This claim, however, 
relies on a 2020 report from the Institute for Self-Reliance that doesn’t account for the massive rise in fixed-
wireless and fiber offerings penetrating home markets over the last three years since the report’s publication. 
What’s more, the report doesn’t consider mobile as a competitive alternative.[13] For example, fixed wireless 
has been dominating net subscriber additions and will capture 12 to 13 percent of the overall broadband market 
by 2025.[14] And as of 2021, 15 percent of U.S. adults are “smartphone-only.”[15] If broadband providers 
attempt to extract monopoly rents, consumers can increasingly turn to these other options for BIAS, limiting the 
ability and incentive for BIAS providers to block or throttle content that consumers wish to access.

Further, to the extent that the Commission believes broadband markets still lack sufficient competition, it should 
encourage such competition, not create de facto monopolies through regulation. As the trend above indicates, 
firms continue to invest in disruptive technologies to break into cable monopoly markets, which only exist 
because of government regulation.[16] Instead of doubling down and entrenching these firms, the Commission 
should embrace a regulatory environment that allows start-ups and rivals to see a return on investment if they 
attempt to break into these markets, not one that adds additional risk and uncertainty. This, in turn, would 
further mitigate risks to the open Internet, all while still allowing Federal Trade Commission and Department of 
Justice enforcement of federal antitrust laws to target anticompetitive behavior.[17]

Moreover, a reversion to Title II classification of BIAS networks could stifle innovations related to traffic 
management and cybersecurity, both of which promote an open Internet. Recent advancements in artificial 
intelligence (AI) and other machine learning capabilities can promote network optimization and maximize 
spectral efficiency, ensuring robust speeds and greater reliability for end-users.[18] AI applications can also 
provide predictive network monitoring and management, anticipating vulnerabilities in a network and 
recommending patches before they occur.[19] These practices, however, could be stymied by a regime that 
requires networks to treat all traffic equally. Rather than improve network functionality and safety, the proposed 
rules would limit the use of emerging technologies that can make telecommunications networks faster, smarter, 
and safer, enabling more competition in edge markets and providing consumers with more services that operate 
over the Internet.

III.  The Commission Should Preempt State Net Neutrality Laws

Many commentors argue that the FCC should only preempt incompatible state laws, rather than establishing a 
uniform national framework for network neutrality.[20] While some comments pushed back on these 
arguments, notably highlighting how states could setup de facto rules for the entire country,[21] allowing states 
to establish their own net neutrality regimes that go beyond the FCC’s order will further disincentive investment.

Every investment decision comes with risk. When a BIAS provider examines whether to upgrade or expand 
coverage, regulatory costs, right-of-way access fees, pole attachments, and myriad other factors and conditions 
can negatively impact the potential return on investment.[22] As potential return decreases, so too does the 
likelihood the BIAS provider will make the investment at all.

If the Commission does decide to impose Title II regulations, including rules against blocking and throttling, at 
a bare minimum the Commission should ensure that its rules set a uniform national standard for broadband 
providers to follow. A patchwork of state laws would add significant confusion and uncertainty, as well as 
additional compliance costs, for broadband providers making nationwide decisions regarding their network 
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management practices.[23]

IV.  The Commission Can Rely on Existing Authority To Regulate Pole Attachments

Some commenters raise concerns about the FCC’s ability to apply Section 224 to regulate rates for pole 
attachments. Next Century Cities correctly explains that the Mozilla court raises doubts about the applicability 
of Section 224 to broadband only providers, as the section only applies to cable television systems and 
telecommunications service.[24] Of course, when the same infrastructure would provide both 
telecommunications and broadband services, Section 224 would apply, but BIAS-only providers would not 
benefit from the oversight.

Despite the benefits of 224, and the fact that as a policy matter Section 224 should extend to broadband-only 
providers, the Commission shouldn’t throw the baby out with the bath water. If courts determine that Title I 
authority is insufficient to establish similar rules for BIAS-only providers, it is the job of Congress, not the 
FCC, to expand this authority. Further, almost all traffic operates over a network owned and operated by either a 
cable company or a telecommunications service provider.[25] So long as these firms continue to offer both 
services, their pole attachments will be covered by Section 224.

V.  If the Commission Does Reclassify Broadband as a Title II Service, It Should Forebear Application of 
Section 254

Some commentors also argue that the FCC should not forebear Section 254 USF contributions application to 
BIAS providers.[26] While reforms to USF and broadband support is likely needed, this proceeding should not 
extend to this question, and the FCC should forebear applicability of Section 254.

The USF contribution mechanism increasingly relies on a diminishing base of users, and as a result the 
Commission should examine different USF reforms.[27] Even if the Commission does plan to reexamine 
contribution or USF reform more broadly, it should do so after completing this proceeding. Numerous proposals 
to reform the USF contribution mechanism, such as by including large technology companies who utilize the 
most bandwidth or by making USF a direct appropriation from Congress, have been floated by a wide range of 
parties. The merits of these ideas should be fully vetted, rather than in a wholly separate proceeding about 
competition and in which most commenters haven’t weighed in on the question of USF obligations. Further, 
with non-USF-related support programs such as the Broadband Equity Access and Deployment program being 
implemented, the urgency for reform is diminished.
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